B411
Stiffener Details (For Steel Beams)

Approved, and signed, October 22, 2008.

Re-Approved 10-22-2008
The following changes were suggested by the Fabrication Methods and Structural Steel Inspection Units to aid fabricators in painting the coped area. They suggested two options be allowed.

- At STIFFENER COPE DETAIL added: Details showing “STIFFENEER TO FLANGE CONNECTION” (OPTION 2) and “STIFFENER TO TAB PLATE CONNECTION” (OPTION 2).
- Changed: Detail name in the lower left corner from “PLACING SOLE PLATE AT BEARING” to “SOLE PLATE AT BEARING”

Removed: The word “TABLE” from the information box showing – WEB THICKNESS and DIMENSION C.

Approved and signed, November 22, 2002.